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BIOLOGICAL BAC.iGBOUEDS d &2i5RILISATIOB

Introduction
A. The history of eugenic sterilization dates baok 

to as early as 1905 in
1, Pennsylvania.
P. Indiana is credited with the first ster

ilization law in 1907.
3. California has used her la?; to a greater 

extent than any of the other states.
4. Eugenio sterilization laws have now been 

passed in a great many foreign countries
B. Definitions:

1. Unfit,
2. Vasectomy.
3. Salpingotomy,

C. Philosophy and religion oppose sterilization.
1 . Ethics opposes sterilization because it i

a. a mutilating operation, and
b, it is an antithesis of the pri

mary purpose of matrimony.
2. The Catholic Church opposes sterilization 

because it is an unjust violation of 
bodily integrity.

I. Eugenics.
A. Definitions:

1. Positive eugenics.
2. Negative eugenics.

B, The purpose of eugenics is again twofold.
1. The aim of positive eugenics.

E. The aim of negative eugenics.



0* i’ha eugenic assumptions.
II. Inheritance.

A, Johann Gregor Mendel
1 . i&periment with peas.
£. Definitions:

a. Unit character.
b. Dominant character.
c. hecessive character.

5. fiepresentc tion of the liendelian law in 
sohematic manner.

4. The Mondelian Lav/s of alternative inher
itance.

a. The Principle of Dominance.
b. The Principle of Unit Charactere.
c. The Principle of Segregation.

B. The simple cell (diagram),
1. The chromosomes,

a. The bearers of heredity.
b. A pair for each character.

L. Cell division (diagram).
3. Division of germ cells as evidenced by

a. spermatogenesis (diagram), . d
b. oogenesis (diagram), •

III. Gene Theory.

A, nrr&ngement and function of the genes,
J3. Transmission of genes from parent to child.

1. Various possibilities.
Parents with defects may produce normal 
children.



C. The Jonathan inwards family
1, As si tea by eagenir.ts. 
k , Criticism

Conclusion
A. The micro-organic theory.
B. Possibilities of stopping undesireable germ 

plasra.
1. Criminality.
k , Kecesaery conclusion of eugenists.
5. Sterilization is impractical.



The question* or rather, the roblem of steriliz
ation of the unfit h o been very forcibly carried to the 
minds of the eonle in the >aat few years, with 400,000 
Germans eligible for sterilization under the law, the 
govern,aent of Chancellor Hitler hopes that his campaign 
of eugenics will create m  thin a few years a nation sound 
in . ,ind and body. In this attempt, the common people of 
Germany have been compelled to submit to a program of 
wholesale sterilisation in which thousands of persons 
have been deprived of their natural right to reproduce 
their Hind and do their part to uerpetuate the race* 
Sterilisation, in some form, dates bach to very early ti 
However, the idea of sterilization on a eugenic be is is 
of comparatively recent origin.

The first attempt to pass a sterilisation law in the 
United States occured in the state of ;ennsylvania in 1905. 
Governor Pennypacker immediately vetoed the bill because of 
the looseness of the language contained in it. Similar 
measures ere introduced in all the succeeding legislatures, 
leading finally to a passage in 19hi which was again vetoed 
by Governor Sproul, who set forth one of the prime o jections 
to all such measures, "If, therefore, the legislature u , 
under the police power, theoretically benefit the ne>:t en- 
eration by the sterilisation of ersons enumerated in t! Lo 
bill, it may and should pursue a like course with respect 
to wersons affected with communicable diseases oi a c r eHer 
such as to threaten the health of posterity. Besides two; c 
afflicted with physical and mental diseases, many other



persons might be undesirable citizens in the opinion cm - e

majority of the legislature". *
The date of the first sterilisation law in the United 

States is placed at ICO?, when the state o_u Indiana m 3 u 
a law authorising the sterilising of the inmates oi coru-in 
public institutions. This lew, however, was never enforce 
and in 19SI was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme 
Court* A second law was passed in Indiana in 1927. This, 
as yet, has neither been enforced nor tested for its con
stitutionality.

California has the honor, if it be an honor, of having- 
used her law to t e greatest extent. hlore than 15,000 Per
sons have been sterilised in this country. Approximately 
one-half of this number are residents of the state of Calif
ornia* Inmates of certain institutions in that state ro 
sterilised before their release with the consent of the 
inmate or of the closest relative. This consent is often 
easy to obtain since it exerts a decided influence on t o  
release of the inmate*

The United ntates has been called, and is truly, I j 
father of this modern movement towards the sterilis tion 
of the unfit. At the present time, there are twenty si:: 
states that may legally practice human sterilisation. In 
1928 the province of Alberta in Canada, in 1929 Denmark, 
Finland, and the Canton oi Vaud in Switzerland, and in 
1932 the State of Vera Cruz in ilexico passed sterilisation 
laws. This show's us, to some extent, the rapid spread of t o 
practice throughout the world.
iiontavon, illiam F.. Eugenic Sterilization in the La s 
of the states. il.C.W.C. PampkLet," p. 4



It may be well, at the outset, to make some distinctione. 
Eke word, onfit, is used indiscriminately to mean any person 
who is in the slightest way mentally deficient, «.ho, now, 
is to be the judge of this unfitness of his neighbor. May 
I consider myself "fit" enough to adjudge my neighbor as 
"unfit"? Erne, there aro mental experts, psychiatrists, 
but, by observing any trial in court, we m y  easily observe 
that even these do not agree upon the sanity of a erson,
Ehey confront jurors with a conglomeration of medical terms 
which, when analysed, are found to be only expedients for 
concealing the truth, that there exists no satlsfaet ry 
criterion of sanity or insanity, "Some years aro a .inn de
clared sane by alienists in one state and insane by ’c orta» 
in another state provoked country-wide mirth b; the ucry; 
,yho's looney now?* *

Eiie operation necessary for sexual sterilisation is 
comparatively simple, not involving the removal of any of 
the sex organs, Mherants of sterilisation maintain that 
there is no mutilation involved, e, however, cannot admit 
this. In males, the operation is known as vasectomy and 
consists of an incision at the groin whereby the seminal 
cord is blocked, so that the sperm cells cannot be released 
by copulation. In the female, its technics! name is sal
pingotomy, that is to say, the excision or removal or the 
Fallopian tubes to prevent the release of the ovum, Ehe 
operation has been employed, not as a eugenic measure, for 
laore than thirty-five years, in the private practice of 
every general surgeon. Ehe severance of the Fallopian 

* Giesen - hnlumphy, Backgrounds of Biolory, page 151



tubes has, at times, been resorted to in ci ses here e mid 
bearing was, for any reason, dangerous to the mot, sr. - oi 
complete removal has been indicated as the only remedy in 
oases of fibroid tumors or widespread gonorrheal infection.
In the absence of special state lows, however, the le d 
position of the surgeon has been recurious in cases t a t 
did not involve speciiic local disease.

Shis, quite naturally, brings us to the ethical question 
involved in all such operations. Certainly, if the operation 
is not performed on a eugenic basis, if it is the only alter
native in a disease or infection, then it is permitted by 
ethics, however, when performed for the sole purpose oi pro
hibiting procreation, ethics cannot allow its "rightness".
The members of our body and their integrity, no less than 
life itself, are not under our dominion, but under the cu - 
reme dominion of God. Consequently we have no ri ht to dis
pose of them as we like. Adherents of sterilization maintain 
that no mutilation is entailed in the operation bee a e, 
"there is no diminution of sexual ability, nor loss of lo- 
sure in copulation. If performed upon an adult it does not 
affect the secondary sexual characteristics, such s the 
voice, the distribution of hair, or other specific attribute 
of the patients sex". * It should be noted that the ritcr 
is careful to note, "if performed upon an adult". ..hen such 
an operation is performed upon a child who has not reached 
the age of puberty, there is certainly an underdevelopment 
of the sexual characteristics. This, in itself, is a strong 
argument for the point that there is mutilation in such an

* Turano, Anthony M., "Sterilisation of the Unfit"
Forum, p. lfi,

, eh. 197A.



operation. We regard anything as a mutilation which desire a 
the natural powers or rights of any member or organ 01 tne 
body, how, the true power ox the sexual organs is repro
duction. Hence, any operation which prohibits the powers 
of reproduction is a mutilating operation. %ain, the pri
mary end of matrimony, according to ethics, is the procreation 
and rearing of offspring. I’hus, a marriage between two steril- 
ised persons, or a marriage in which one of the parties has 
not the powers of reproduction, lacks the primary purpose of 
matrimony and is a direct antithesis to the natural law.

"2he Catholic Church opposes sterilisation because it 
is an unjust violation of bodily integrity, ^lthou h it is 
not a serious operation, no good reason can be assigned xor 
it, except punishment for crime, and then far bettor ii.ieh- 
ments are available, ihe Church does not oppose s tori H e lion 
simply as a punishment, but it does when done on eugenic 
grounds, ihe whole question of hereditary insanity, de on- 
eraoy, etc., is seriously debatable. .Ian has no ri ht to 
interfere with the bodily integrity of his abnormal folio c, 
especially on such small evidence as the overzealous eagonists 
can now offer. He would have as much right to amputate the 
legs or pluck out the eyes of the insane. Elemental human 
rights, which only the Church seems anxious to defend at 
times, are involved". *

So muoh for the moral and religious side of the question. 
Since the purpose of this paper is an explanation of the 
biological basis oi sterilisation, the other stands have 
merely been exposed with no attempt at an explanation. 21®

* The i i e / ? i a t e r .  J a n . 1 4 ,  1 9 3 4



question is truly, of course, a biological problem and 
affects philosophy and religion only in its purpose and 
results. She foundation upon vhich sterilization bases 
itself is the inheritance oi mental defects, -n attempt 
will, therefore, be made to set forth the principles 
upon which this foundation rests.

..ith this end in view, it may be well to make clear 
in the mind of the reader what eugenics really is. fhe 
work "eugenics1' was coined by irancis Galton in 1883 in 
his book "Inquiries into Homan faculties"• It is bor
rowed from the Greek and nearis "well born", from the 
originator of the word, therefore, we tal e our definitio 
"Bugenics iu the study ox the agencies under social con
trol, that may improve or impair the racial qualities o 
future generations, either physically or mentally'. Con
tinuing, Galton says, "I conceive it to fall within I! n* 
province to replace natural selection by other proces es 
that are more merciful and not less effective, -’his in 
precisely the aim of eugenics. Its first object is to 
chock the birth rate of the unfit instead of allowin 
them to come into being, though doomed in large numbers 
to perish prematurely, -he second object is the improve 
merit of the r ce by furthering the production of the fit 
by e rly marriages and the healthful rearing of their 
children". * In this, we may clearly see two distinct 
divisions, one positive, the other negative, ihus, by 
positive eugenics, we mean the encouraging of the fit 
to marry and reproduce their kind. e heartily agree 
with this, but natur lly no method can be introduced to 
enforce such an idea. It remains simply a good theory 
eiesen - lialumphy. Backgrounds of Bioiprry. p# i ‘̂ Q



to be suggested and odvocsted • negative eugenics , on v ;o 
other hand, presents a differant problem, 1 c consists 
in the prohibiting of the unfit to marry. hatorally, 
under this comes ©ear nodorn idea ox sterilisation o 
unfit. Accordingly, adherents of sterilization hoi. t t 
all mentally deficient persons should be sterilised be
fore marriage is permitted, 2lie idea of eugenics may be 
sunned up by saying that the eugenist recognizes two 
classes of individuals, those that aro endowed by heredity 
\7ith good physical and ental qualities, and those that 
are inferior to this class in one or the other attributes, 
2he eugenist simply points to the desirability of having 
more of the first cliss and fewer of the second class,
2he eugenic Assumptions are set down by Giesen and mal- 
umphy as follows:

"1, 2hat the human race is deteriorating at a rate 
of speed and to such an extent thct, unless drastic me o- 
uros are put into effect immediately, the final downf 11 
is inevitable,

L. 2hat the remedies, in order to be effective, 
must stri e at the essential causes of this supposed De
terioration,

5. 2hat the essential causes . i the deterioration 
ire hereditary, that is to tu , tin t ti.ese causes h ve 
become part of the germ plasm in a great number of fam
ilies, and are therefore transmitted from generation to 
generation.

4, •«•hat, t erefore, the tainted families" or strains 
must be jaade to die out, and th; t the sound and healthy



fa;,lilies or str- ins must be made to mal e up the corre
sponding loss in birth by an increased birth rate.'*

2hus, the entire question revolves itself around the 
possibility of tho inheritance of mental powers, «hen 
one speaks of inheritance, one must necessarily mention 
the .*endelian Laws of Inheritance, since it is upon the 
basis of these la a that all later work has been done. 
Johann Gregor hendel (1822 - 1884), an ^ugustinian lion , 
is the father of the experimental method in the study o: 
heredity. It was during his fourteen years as a teae :r 
of natural sciences in the high school at hrunn t t o 
performed hi3 epoc-making experiments upon the com ion 
edible pea, which was his favorite and most important ob
ject of study, lie employed only those plants which h d 
"individual and sharply contrasting characters", fhis 
work of Hondel was published in I860 and was then lost 
for thirty years and rediscovered in 1900. -eor a period 
of eight years, Ueadel labored. He examined more than 
10,000 plants {probably over 100,000 individual peas) 
tracing their ancestry so oarefully and recording his re
sults with such recision that, for the first time, acc r- 
ate results were obtained from a scientific experiment on 
inheritance. 4n attempt will be made to explain his pro
cedures and results with as much simplicity as possible. 
Pages, however, could be rltton on the subject because 
of the tremendous extent of the work.

ilendel planted t o kinds of peas, one of which n 
tall and the other dwarf. Ee carefully cut out tho st: iens 
and transferred ti e pollen of one variety to the pistils



of the othex'» Ehese seeds were then grown end the fruit
gathered i n d replanted* Ehe results of this showed a 
a ecies of plants which were all tall* rhese he allowed 
to grow and be fertilized naturally* In the second year, 
he planted the fruit of these n;turally fertilized plants 
and the results showed, throughout the entire garden, three 
tall plants to every dwarf, Ehus, the first generation was 
all tall and the 3eeond generation was tall and dwarf in
the ratio of three to one; always three to one. fhia sa e
procedure was carried out with different characteristics 
in the peas, for example, a green pod and a yellow pod. 
.Always the results showed the definite ratio of t roe to
one. ..nre than this, he replanted the seeds from his u : ri
plants and found that they a! ays, in turn, produced dv/er..s* 
With the tall ones, however, he found that, when replanted, 
they produced both tall and d arf. One-third of them always 
produced tall plants while the other two-thirds yielded both 
tall and dwarf in the same ratio of three to one* Ihis 
same phenomenon was noted no matter how many years the seed, 
were replanted. Always the sa e ratio of three to one.

Ehe peculiarity in which the two plants differed was 
called, by aendel, the "unis character", Ehus, the height 
in the above exjunple is the unit character. Ehe char cter 
which appeared in the first generation to the exclusion of 
the other was called the "dominant character", while the 
one that did not appear until the second generation / j 
called "recessive character", on the basis that it w .. ore- 
sent in the first generation but receded into the b e: round 
to reappear in the second generation.



£he entire law of Uenael may be represented quite olo« rl, 

in a schematic manner, as follows: *

JJ H

great grandparental gener tioi. 
grandparental generation 

P'- parental generation 
i7- first filial (hybrid) gener

ation

1DD
Extracted pare 

dominants
L.D(K)
Impure

dominants
IKE ..
Pure

recessivos
if*- second filial 

(inbred) e, or
ation.

,v„J- third tion
bb i)D lab fcbUi) 1HK EH Eh   if*- forrt. e or tion

She letter "D" means the dominant characteristic; hi" • ..c
the recessive characteristic. She symbol !,i){E)" means a j r . nt 
with the recessive characteristic present, but onexpres e ; ''j j " 

or nHH" means pure extracted dominants or reeessives vith t‘ = o 
other characteristic totally absent, fhey are sifted out ro i 
the inbreeding of impure dominants, -o(K).

How, in this representation, it will be noted that in the 
first filial generation, nothing appears except the dominant al
though the recessive characteristic is present but not noticeable. 
Prom this impure dominant, we obtain, in the second generation, 
one pure recessive and three dominants, our ratio of three to 
one. In the three dominants, we find that two are impure, just 
os in the first generation. In other words, they contain t e 
recessive characteristic, but it is overshadowed by the do ;i . . t. 
hewraan, -oratio Hackett, Evolution. Genetics, and Eugenics. P.E44



Bow, from the pure strains, we obtain only pure results.
Ho ever, from the succeeding impure ones we obtain ex-ctl,; 
the some results as from the impure dominant in the first 
generation, or our three to one ratio of dominants to re- 
ceesives. It may be well to suiamarize the biendelian rin- 
oiples of "Alternative Inheritance” or "Hereditary Splittin 
here. These three principles are:

"THE PBIECIPiE Of DOMIBAECE. Whenever there are con
trasting unit characters present in the parent, such ch r- 
acters do not, as a rule, blend in the offspring. One is 
dominant and usually appears fully developed, while the 
other is recessive and temporarily drops out of sight.
/here there is blending, all the offspring of a hybrid 
generation are, nevertheless, uniform.

THE PBIECIPIE OP UBII CHAKACTEES# The total her it e 
of an organism may be analysed into a number of cbr ;ot r: 
which are inherited as a whole, and are not divisible into 
any smaller units. These are the so-called "unit char otcro'*.

THE PE IE C IP IE Oi EEGKEGL JIOH, r-very individual erm 
cell is "pure" with respect to a given character, oven thou:: 
it came from an "impure" or hybrid parent. In the germ 
cell of a hybrid, there is a separation of the determiners 
of contrasting characters, so that different kinds of erm 
cells ; re produced, each of which is pure with regard to 
any given unit character. Every individual is a double 
being, double in e^ch cell, one-half having been derived 
from the male and the other half from the female cell.
This double being or "zygote", again becomes single in t'o 
formation of the germ, only to become once more double n



the germ cella unite in fertili sat ion • Purity of tymo 
thus depends on the meeting of two gametes bearing similar 
factors and when two similarly constituted gametes do t •>: 
meet in fertilisation, the product of their union is rr , 
She belief so long revalent that purity of type depen 3 

es. entially on continued selection, is thus shown to I vc 
no physiological foundation. Similarly, it is evident 
that an individual may be pure in respect to one character 
and impure in resoect to others”, *

During this explanation and discussion fo the Hendelian 
laws oi Inheritance, the reader has probably asked hiraseli 
this question, " ,’hat carries this inheritance? What is tl e 
factor that transports characteristics to a succeeding 
generation?" £o explain this, we must descend to th t 
lowest form of animal life, the simple cell, *.e say th t 
all animal and plant substance is composed of cells, the 
smallest division to which matter may be reduced in the 
laboratory, diagram of the simple cell will per ha s i:e 
its structure more familiar to the reader than any mount 
of discussion.

Probably the most important substance contained in the ceil 
is th. t matter known as the chromatin, 3ince it is from it 
that the chromosomes are formed during the process of cell 
division, i'hese chromosomes are the determiners of sox 
uiesen - malumphy, -backgrounds of Djology. p. 106



as well as the means by which the hereditary qualities 
ore transferred frou one generation to another* ith 
few exceptions, there is a pair of chromosomes for any 
given character* In the chromosomes ; re stored the 
factors or deter miners* fho chromosomes in the body- 
cells, which originated or coorso from tho first cell 
from /hioh tho individual was born, determino one’s life 
oharacteristios, such as height, weight, form, color, n 
nervous organism, etc* ihe chromosomes in the reproductive 
cello, such a3 the egg» of birds or germ cells oi hi her 
animals, carry all these characteristics on in tho lino 
of heredity and hand them to t3 e children. Chromosomes 
are, therefore, as oods has aatid, "2he bearers of heredit; . 
In each species, there is a definite number of chromosomes, 
the male oi the species usually possessing the odd or un
impaired ono* xor exam le, in man there are 48 ohromosomos. 
in the female and 47 in the male.

m  understanding of cell division must be h d before 
any clear conception may be made o i tho chromosome* ain, 
a diagram accompanied by explanations is probably the 
simplest method of gaining this information:

£  ^

-13-



She et, 'eo of coll division are seen to be very distinct. 
She first indication of an approaching division is the 
running together of the chromatin network into a douse: 
mass. Close to the nuclear wall, in the cytoplasm, a 
body known as the centrosome appears. It is compose 02 

a central portion, the centriole; a dark area, the attrac
tion sphere; and a halo-like portion of radiation fibers, 
the astral rays, fho masses oi chromatin form a Ion 
coil known as the spireme. She single centrosome divides 
and the two parts move slightly apart, the action of the 
rays is probably the cause of the breaking up of the nuclc 
wall. The nucleoli and linin network disappear into the 
cytoplasm and the entire nucloous loses its definite shape. 
She two centresomes move gradually apart until they occupy 
positions at opposite sides of the cell, irom each of 
these there is a spindle-like formation re;ching out to
ward the other centrosome. i’his is known as the spiudlo. 
i’he greatest and most important change is in the chromatin 
material. She spire ie breaks up into a definite number 
(lour in this case) of long, twisted rods, the chromosomes , 
which in turn, divide longitudinally to form ei ;ht. Iheoe 
chromosomes move to the center of the cell, exactly bet ecu 
the two controsomes and are apparently held in place by 
the spindle fibers which r aiate towards them. fhey ; re 
arranged, in this position, in pairs, from this point, 
the division is com >aratively simple. I’he coll wall simply 
constricts and divides into two arts each of which has 
half of the chromosomes (four), .after the division, or 
rather, during the last stages of division, the chromosomes



again begin to lose their characteristic for i and ... . in 
we have the original net- ~ork oi chromatin* f'wo distinct 
cell walla are formed, the spindle fibers disap ear, aid 
the nucleoli and linin network reappear* •«•hus, from tie 
one original cell, two new cells are obtained having ti e 
exact characteristics of tho "mother" coll* fhey are 
slightly smaller in size but, during tho following eriod 
of rest from division, they grow or mature until they 
reach their maximum growth*

How, our factors in reproduction, the sperm in the 
male and the egg or ovum in the female reproduce in exactly 
the same manner as somatic cells except that there occurs 
in the division of these cells a sta e known as reductione 1 

division, -inee the sperm and the ovum are true cells, 
they contain the exact number of chroinosomes that is char
acteristic of the species. How, in fertilization, t e 
is a union between the sperm and the ovum. If each q_ k eae 
contained ohromosomes in the number common to the s ecies, 
the usual number would be doubled, -'■o avoid this, t e 
germ cells pass through a complic ted process of division- 
before they unite. *his process is known as maturation 
and its essential point consists in a reduction of the 
number of chromosomes to one half. Spermatogenesis • nd 
Oogenesis are represented as follows, we will consider
24 as the arbitrary number of chromosomes for the species 
considered.

-15-



Spermatogenesis

P t  t  i  o d  o f

p r o l i  f c r 3 . i / o  *

f~k T  i  ° d  P r o  U'' 1 1

Period of /Ya t^ ratio »

p r , M 3 r r S r e r ^ t o ^ ^

‘o e c o  h J j y

S  jo  e  ry*s a t  i d  s>
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Oogenesis

P<? r  i o d  e  4

P y o  }  i  f e r a  t 'c>i

P e r i o d  o f  Q r o t r i h  
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It will be noted that up to and including the period o 
growth, the two processes are exactly the same. Jien 
primary spermatocyte divides, there are two secondary 
atocytes formed, ihe chromosomes, arranged in pairs,



one of each pair going to each secondary spermatocyte.
When tho primary oocyte divides, the paired chromosomes 
again separate. One, however, enters the secondary 
oocyte while the other enters the first polar body. These 
polar bodies are degenerate cells which seem to cling to 
the side of the oocyte. They continue to divide, but 
produce only more polar bodies. Thus, the result of sperm
atogenesis is the production of four new spermatozoa, 
while in oogenesis, only one egg is produced along 1 th 
the polar bodies. It is seen by this, then, that each 
sperm and each egg contains only half of the required num
ber of chromosomes for the species. However, when t o, 
unite in the process of reproduction, the chromosomes of 
each are deposited into the one body which results, i e 
zygote, -hen this zygote divides, it follows out t o  
ordinary routine of cell division taking, in each result a t  

cell, the some number and type of chromosomes that ere 
present in the original zygote.

Bow w© arc able to realize the connection between 
our previous explanations and inheritance. ;e find that 
in any cell resulting from the union between a sperm and 
an egg, we hive the definite number of chromosomes for 
the species. More than that, we find that one half of 
this number are obtained from the mother cell and the other 
half are obtained from the paternal cell. This zygote is 
the actual bridge between any parental and filial gener
ation. Moreover, it is the only bridge. "The entire 
factor of heritage is pacl od into two germ cells derived 
from tho respective parents and, in all probability, Into



the nuclei of these germ cells, since the nuclei are ap
parently the only portions oi these cells that invariable 
take p^rt in fertilisation"* *

We are now ready to attempt to apply the Uendelian 
law to feeble-mindedness. ...any human traits have been 
shown to follow out the three to one ratio of dominants 
to recessives, for example, color of eyes, color of hair, 
color blindness, haemophilia, and brachydactylism* I.lay 
we not? apply it to feeble-mindedness?

The point of attack in human inheritance is largely 
through statistics* Receas&rily, then, it is difficult 
to gain a set of data in regard to human traits that ex
tend, not for only one generation, but for several gener
ations* Uuch must be taken for granted or from secondary 
information. It should be said here that even the reap
pearance of a character is not definite proof of its being 
inherited. .Reappearance is not synonymous with heredity. 
Statistical evidence, then, can never prove the hereditary 
power of a given trait, it can merely indicate a possi Hit - 
along that line. Thus, since the ease for the inherit ce 
of feeble-mindedness is based on statistical grounds, we 
eon only say that it is possibly inherited.

In a previous state eat, we have mentioned the chrom
osomes as the sole bearers of heredity. ho\y, we say th; t 
each chromosome is composed of e tre nly minute particles 
which axe grouped together in the form of chains to form 
what we know as the chromosome. These minute p£>rticles 
are the genes, our real factor in heredity, and each his 
Walter, Herbert Hugene, Genetics, p. 228



its own function, its own particular work to do in t e . r - 
ation of tho new individual, ,.e have found thet, in fertil
ization, one chromosome of each pair is derived fro .1 t 
mother and the other from the father. In each pair of 
chromosomes, half of the genes are maternal and the other 
half are paternal, i'hns, each individual is two persons, 
rather thoroughly blended, i’his doubleness of nature is 
extremely important in our considerations of heredity, £3 

a rule, although a pair oi genes may perform the saie func
tion in development, they do not act in the same manner.
One of the pair may do its work well while the other d es 
its work poorly, n o r example, if one gene is defective as 
regards feeble-mindedness, the other may be normal and 
offset the action of tho defective gene, i'hus, the a van
tages of "being double" are obvious, defective genes re 
so common that without this doubling there would be eh 
more defectiveness than there is. It is known that most 
defective genes are recessive in character although so ie of 
them possess dominancy. fliese dominant defects are bo 
that it is common to consider any delect as a recessive 
character. It should be remembered here that a normal 
individual may carry the recessive character, the defect, 
even though it is not expressed. In other words, he may 
carry the gene for feeblemindedness which, taken alone, 
would produce this condition. Some of the offspring from 
this individual, then, will get this defective gene.

let us suppose that in the father there are two genes 
ccoanting for a particular defect, feeble-mindedness. 

fhe mother is pure as regards this trait, not even carryinr



a recessive gene for the defect* she offspring, then, 
will be a normal individual although he will possess a ene 
from the father which, without the normal gene of the mother, 
would account for feeblemindedness* On the other hand, if 
the mother carried the gene for feeblemindedness, even tnoir 
it be a recessive character, the child could be eit or 
feeble minded or normal with the gene for the trait over
shadowed by the one normal gene from the mother* ^ diagram
will best illustrate this second case:

*

e see that, in "a” the recessive gene for feeblemindedness 
in the mother has combined with the feebleminded gene in 
the father to produco a defective offspring. In "b'f the 
normal gene of tho mother has combined with the defective 
gene of the father to produce a child that is normal but 
possesses a recessive gene for feeblemindedness* In com
mon language, then, we say that "a" tales after t e f; t car, 
while "b" takes after the mother.

.Again, let us sap ose that both p. rents are nor 
but, at the sa ie time,each ha3 a defective gene in t; 
pair that accounts for feeblemindedness* In this case 
some of the children will get the defective gene from one 
Jennings, H* w,, She biological nasis of liuman llature p« lg



or both of the parents. Others, on the other hand, 
get the normal genes from both parents:

*
P  M

Here we see, then, that the possibilities are enlar el.
In "a" we find the defective genes of both the fat r unci 
the mother producing an offspring who will show the de
fect that was not even apparent in the parents. In ’b '1 

and V ,  only one of the parental defective genes h a been 
received while the other gene of the pair is the normal 
gene of the other parent. Here, t en, we have normal 
individuals possessing tho defect as a recessive. In "d", 
the two normal genes of the parents have been received 
producing a normal individual.

In this, then, we may see the possibility of inferior 
parents reducing superior children by the offsetting of 
the defective genes in the one parent with the normal 
genos of the other, fwo parents who are both stupid or 
indilligent may then produce children who do not possess

these defects. Even two arents who are both feeble- 
* Jennings, E. S., fhc Biological Basis of Human Mature p. 14



minded may produce a normal child* This is due to t e 
fact that the faults of the two parents are due to de
fects in different pairs of genes* "It is known that 
feeblemindedness nay result from a defect in one >air of 
genes4 such a pair must play some important part in 
laying a foundation for the brain* But in some indivi ,'ualo 
this will be one particular pair, in some another, out 
of the great number of gene-pairs required to build up a 
normal brain*" * So r e see that a new combination is i do 
with every child, ho prediction is possible as to what 
combination of genes will result in the child, i'rom the 
same parents, then, some of the children may be exception
ally brilliant, some mediocre, and others inferior.

This tremendously large number of possible combinations 
of genes is comparatively easy to picture, let us suppose 
that we have four persons having the gene combination r* r1 0(cl D O Cl
The capitol letters will indicate dominant characteristics 
while the small letters represent recessive characteristics. 
All these individuals will be of the highest class, since 
the dominants in each gene will offset the recessives,
,.ith a different combination of the genes, we might li ve
obtained a group of individuals with their genes arrar* ed
as follows: M  C D [i B C 1) (a b c d (a b c d 

(.A B C D  (.A B C D  [ a b e d  ( a b e d
of the individuals are of the highest type and the other
two are of the lowest, since their genes are all deieetivo.
These some four sets of genes may combine in a great m ny
other ways giving us a high type in some traits and a
low type In others. It should now be realized that we
have only considered four genes while, in the human body 
* Jeimin, a , H. S. m e  . i-lo ic, ] ^ a l 8 0J ' _ L_



there are millions. Consider, then, the overwhelming
number of possible combinations that may be met with.

In concluding the discussion of the complex arrange
ment of the genes it will be well to consider a pain t t
the child receives one-half of his genes from the mot or
and one-half from the father. In turn, the father s 
received ono-hal of his genes from the child's grand
father and one-half from the grandmother. In the s me 
manner, the mother has received her genes from here pare a 
and so on back to our original forefathers, Thus, we 
get some idea of the intricacies in th problem of in
heritance and the great number of possible combinations 
of the genes.

It is always necessary to keep in mind the fact that 
parents who possess a glaring defect or defects may pro
duce children who arc normal and even some who are bril
liant. Is it Just, thon, for the eugenist to sterilize 
men and women who, perhaps, are capable of producing 
offspring of normal intelligence? iiany of the world's 
greatest men proceeded from families in which there 
were many defects and many wore themselves defective.
Let us cite a few examples. The sister of Charles lamb 
was insane. Lequincy was an opium eater, adgar Allen 
Poe was the worst type of a drunkard, Caesar, himself, 
was epileptic. Schopenhauer possessed the lowest t pe 
of personality, yet he has made the pages of the his tor/ 
of philosophy. In a rogram of sterilisation, these 
sparks of genius would have been entirely done away d  th 
and the world would be deprived of many great le d'era in



all fields of knowledge.
One of the best examples here will be found in the 

case of Jonathan Edwards. £his has been used in innum
erable treatises to show tho passage of desireable erm 
plasm from one generation to another* £ow, we may a oi 
it to our case to show that, in this very "extraordin r, ' 
family, there were defects, Elizabeth Euthill has been 
described as a marvelous girl who married Hichard Ed r s, 
a great lawyer, let us quote from Albert 1), , iggom the 
remainder of the description as used by the eugeniet.
"Ehey had one son and four daughters, Ehey have all left
their mark upon American blood.......  Later in life
Hichard Edwards married ilary Ealcott. She was an ordinary, 
everyday, commonplace woman. She had ordinary, everyday, 
commonplace children. I’he splendid heredity of Hichard
Edwards was swamped by the mating,  from Jonathan
Edwards (the grandson of Elizabeth Tuthill) have descended 
12 college presidents, £65 college graduates, 65 colle e 
professors, 60 physicians, 100 clergymen, 75 army officers, 
60 prominent authors, 100 lawyers, 30 judges, 80 public

*
officials, 3 congressmen, 2 United States senators, ai
one vice-president of the United States." * Shia provides
us with the prize example of the value of good heredity
and providing that all the lawyers, for example, were
good lawyers, all the doctors good doctors, and all the
clergymen practicers of Christianity as well as preachers
of it, it is certainly an admirable record. Very few of
these "extraordinary" families have been found by eogenists,
but even if they be found, our status will not be effected 
Wiggam, Albert E., Ehe +ruit of the Family free, p. 16 g 17
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as a closer observation of the JSdwards family will in
dicate. Wiggam, as well as other eugenists, foils to 
mention all of the facts regarding Elizabeth Tuthill.
He is clear in stating, however, that it is her germ 
plasm that counted in the production of so many gre t 
descendants, e find, now, that he has not told us t’ t 
she was divorced on the grounds of adultery and other 
immoralities and that the evil trait was in the blood 
for one of her sisters murdered her own son and a brol . 
murdered his own sister; that she was afflicted ith n 
extraordinary deficiency in moral sense. Thus, we see 
that this prise piece of evidence presented by the eu on- 
ist to prove his case is, in reality, a strong argu lent 
for tho opposite 3ide of the question, be see that, 
combined with genius, we may also have many defects,
"It would have been a great eugenic mistake to have de
prived the world of Elizabeth Tuthill's germ-plaem, al
though it would have been easy to find judges to condemn 
her". * Had Elizabeth Tuthill lived during our age of 
eugenic advance, she would have been advised not to rear 
children or perhaps she would have been sterilized and 
the world would have been robbed of her many illustrious 
descendants.

Up to this point, we have considered feebleminded
ness as definitely hereditary. Thus, it is now necessary 
to state that not all authorities agree upon this loint. 
In accordance with this, we 7/ill explain one theory ;; ich 
absolutely denies the inheritance of feeblemindedness.

Mental diseases are usually classified under two 
* Langdon-Davies, John, -The. How n-v b'ni fsn, p. 150



heads, amentia and dementia, .amentia is had when an in
dividual is born without a mind capable of improvement 
or development, dementis oeours after the mind is some
what developed and results from either disease or injury. 
There is some question at the present time as to whether 
amentia and insanity are diseases. Little work has been 
done on the subject, but in the light of what has been 
done, a good case may be built up to show that amentia 
and insanity are diseases caused by microorganisms, mal
nutrition, or injury.

Dr. H. J. Sommer, Jr. performed 1,180 post-morte s 
on the insane at the State Hospital for the Insane, 
Korristown, Penn. The tissues of the brain were not 
studied in many of the cases, but an histological study 
of the principle organs of the body was made in all bi t 
seven cases and the brain was studied in 842 cases. In 
every cose that was studied, there appeared a change in 
one or more of the serous membranes of the body, and, in 
every ease in which the brain as examined, there was 
either chronic leptomeningitis or pachymeningitis or 
both. This means that there was a change in the inner or 
outer membranes of the brain respectively, due usually 
to the action of microorganisms or to the toxins of these 
organisms inhabiting the brain, its membranes, or irapor- 
tant organs of the body. A great many of these cases 
had tuberculosis, some had cancer, a great maay had 
nephritis, and the serous membrane lining the heart was 
quite commonly affected. The kidneys ore chiefly con
cerned with the removal of toxins from the body. The

fact that in many of the cases these organs were broken



down presents a strong argument for the suspicion that 
toxins are in some way connected with the condition»

Dr, D, J, -ioOarthy's work at the Henry Phipps 
Institute shows that the toxins produced during the pro
gress of tuberculosis set up changes in the membr neu 01 

the brain and in all prob bility cause insanity. In 
study of the brains of 287 people who had died of tu
berculosis, he found acute leptomeningitis 17 times, 
sub-acute leptomeningitis S4 times, and chronic.le>t - 
meningitis 49 times. In the clinical study of the cases
it was noted that there was a rest change in the mental
ity of many of tho patients anounting to insanity in 
quite a number of the cases,

admitting that the changes take place in the mem
branes of the brain and in other serous membranes are
the cause of insanity and amentia, there must be serious 
doubt thro\m on the theory of heredity, -Adherents of 
the microorganic theory are strong in their beliefs as 
is evidenced in the vo rds of Lawrence M, -c lick, M.D.,
"She micro-organic t3-eory would even explain the phen
omena of heredity better than heredity can", * -Again 
"Sterilization of those suffering from amentia and in
sani, ty can lead nowhere because it applies the remedy 
to the wrong end. It seeks to cure an evil by elimin
ating the result rather than the cause". *

Of course, no proof is contained in the above,
She value of the theory lies in the fact that it is a 
reasonable explanation aad shows us that there are other
* Plick, Lawrence M,, 'Eugenios and Mental Diseases"

She Ecclesiastical Hevlew. LI, p.IS
-Aufr. 191



possibilitiea other than inheritance, bo little is 
known about the transmission of mental diseases, in fact, 
so little is known about mental diseases themselves, 
that we should exercise all possible care in treating on 
them.

-e now come face to faoe with the problem of stoo
ping this propagation of defective individuals. Steril
ization has been shown to be impractical because of if s 
doubt as to the true inheritance of feeblemindednes .
On the other hand, there is strong evidence for this 
inheritance and in view of these facts, it is necess ry 
to propose measures for the cessation of these undesire- 
able genes. We have seen that only individuals that 
carry two genes accounting for this particular trait 
are truly feebleminded, how, the other individuals who 
are carriers, or those who have one gene for feeble
mindedness along with one normal gene which overcomes 
the effect of the defective gene, are not feebleminded 
and, moreover, cannot be detected by any means whatso
ever. Thus, no matter what method is used to overcome 
the 'weakness, the fact remains that only a portion may 
be treated and the carriers will continue to reproduce 
defective individuals and still more carriers. We, 
therefore, see that the task of the eugenist is bound 
to be a never ending cycle. "The perniciousness of it 
all is that most psyohotics are born of normal or a \ r- 
ently normal parents who fare latent carriers of lentaL 
disease. Here too tho menace to society is not the ob-

-&8-



viously mentui deficient bat the individual who is a 
latent carrier of mental deficiency in his or her gcrn 
plasm”* * Uonsignor Uewsome, administrator of Besford 
Court iJantal Hospital in London, has said, in an address 
on "Sterilization of the uentalHyDeficient", that ninety- 
five percent of the mental defectives of today are the 
children of apparently normal persons. Professor -unnetf 
of Cambridge University has calculated that, assuming 
an initial proportion of one defective per 100 of pop
ulation, sterilization would have to*be continued for 
£16 generations to reduce that proportion to one defect
ive per 100,000 of population, i’his gives us some idea 
of the overwhelming length of time that it uo aid ta. e 
to notice any appreciable results from a eugenic pro ran,

igain, we must mention the importance of the diffi
culty in judging just exactly who is unfit. Is it wise 
to burn the barn in order to kill the rats? he hold t t 
no man is capable of judging his fellow men. Irue, t c 
extreme oases of feeblemindedness can be seen by ever, - 
one, but these constitute only a small portion of the 
entire number. Hany apparently unfit children have grown 
up to be powerful factors in the world's progress, among 
these we may include Calvin, Lewton, Heine, Voltaire, 
Herbert Spencer, and aobert Louis Stevenson. «*e say 
again, then, that man is not "fit " to judge his fellow- 
raan as "unfit".

Criminality is another condition which the eugenist
would eradicate by sterilization, ,-e have the words of
..arden Laws of Sing-Sing Penitentiary in a radio broad- 

* The Montana Hecord Herald, Jan. 14, 1934



cast on Jan. £4, 1934, "A great majority of our criminals 
come, not from abnormal families, but from conspicuously 
normal families.” In a defense of sterilization, inthony 
LI. Eurano has closed as follows, ”It is not to be argued, 
of course, that sterilization is a general panacea against 
insanity or criminality. It is well known that only a 
small fraction of all mental detectives at large are ever 
admitted to state institutions, and that the applic tion 
of the law must necessarily be limited to institution 1 

cases, -iedical knowledge concerning heredity is still 
too scant to enable the officials to single out, even 
among the confined individuals, every true symptom of 
transmissable abnormality. It is also to be admitted 
that crime is too intricate a problem to be eradicated 
by a clever stoke of the surgical knife. Indeed, it is 
well known that many malefactors are persons of superior 
mentality. It is also true that certain offenses are 
not easily traceable to hereditary unfitness, but must 
be ascribed largely to telluric factors; while social 
and environmental circumstances must be held responsible 
for a great percentage of criminality". *

Ehus an adherent of sterilization seems to ex lain 
our case very well, ..e hold that medical or scientific 
knoiyledge of the inheritance of mental diseases is still 
too indefinite to allow any such radical measure as 
sterilization. He also mentions that only institution, 1 
cases may be treated. If these eople are in instit
utions before they are sterilized, surely they would

* Eurano, hnthony H., "sterilization of the Unfit"
Forum. February, 1934, p. ln?4



not be capable of caring for themselves if allowed their 
freedom, let usf then, continue to confine our cases 
of mental diseases, fheir propagation can be controlled 
in this manner without the aid of any sort of mutilating 
operation. Unless science, at some time, discovers a 
means by which the normal carriers of defective genes 
can be discovered, eugenics ill not rid us of the 
mentally deficient. Until that time, we must hold that 
sterilization is impractical, a mutilating operation 
against which intelligent men should expound every energy.
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